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Executive Summary
Today, website visitors expect relevant, plentiful, up-to-date content they can
consume on any device. CMOs expect that content to drive leads and sales. As
websites have increasingly fallen under the purview of marketing, the landscape
for website management software has shifted to enable users with less
programming skills and more focus on design and content to take the leading role
in running websites.
It’s become a truism that things change quickly on the web. Whether it’s the
behavior of site visitors based on the devices they use, or the expectations of
functionality based new programming trends, our ideas of what a website is
continues to evolve.
One thing that has not changed is the high cost of redesigning a website. Any
website project involves planning, design, development of both code and content,
and many hands and billable hours. At least that’s been the prevailing narrative.
Executing a new website design internally is an option that allows many
marketing teams to leverage in-house talent and skills, lower the overall costs and
duration of a web project, and make sure that they don’t have to compromise on
the platform their website runs on based on agency preferences.
In this paper, we’ll explore the differences between various website design projects
based on the underlying CMS types, and when your team should or should not
undertake a redesign.
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Web Design and Development
Website programmers—often called developers—have proficiency in a multitude
of web programming languages. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets) are the basic building blocks, but there are countless
other languages that can be used to develop a website. Many choose to specialize
in just one or two in order to develop more in-depth technical knowledge.
To make things more complicated, web content management software, whether
proprietary or open source, adds another layer of specialization and their own
interpretation of various programming languages. This prompts many web
developers to specialize in a specific CMS, and is the reason why many design
agencies, not wanting to employ an infinite number of developers to support
infinite project types, invest in the skill sets for a limited set of CMS options.
Why should that concern marketers? Well, it means that if a design agency is in
the position to recommend a CMS for your new website, their bias is towards the
products they know well. They also have the incentive to go with what will have
the lowest licensing costs and maximum number of billable developer hours during
and after the project.

Redesign Resources
Before embarking on a website redesign journey, take stock of available resources
that you can use for the project. Expect to have a plan for these critical items:
»» Imagery and visual branding standards to guide the project
»» Website content and content marketing strategy
»» Content management system to enable non-technical users to update
your website in the future
»» Talent and skills necessary for project execution (either in-house, contract,
or agency)

Website Project Stages
When going through a redesign project, these are the stages you’re most likely to
encounter.
»» Preparation/Discovery — This is where you assess your business needs
and the goals that will drive the website redesign, as well as any issues
regarding your current website’s effectiveness and usability. You will
use this time to select your website project team, design approach—if
necessary, assess your content development, and identify any functional
and technical requirements for the project.

Planning Your Next
Redesign?
Learn more about planning
and executing a successful
website project—with
or without an agency—
in our 65-page ebook:
The Complete Website
Redesign Handbook
(click title to download).

»» Planning — This is the stage for allocating resources and responsibilities,
and finalizing project timelines and benchmarks. The new information
architecture for your site will be finalized and approved, and functional
wireframes for various page types will be agreed upon prior to the design.
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»» Design — A designer or art director will produce general design and
typographical treatments, and then once they’re approved, produce more
detailed mockups that will illustrate the final look of your website. This
part of the process is the most exciting and often the most contentious,
and will likely require multiple review stages. When working with design
agencies, some project engagements end there, with Photoshop files
delivered to the customer, but no code.
»» Development — Once the look, feel, and layout have been approved, the
mockups are then built in static HTML and CSS files so that the pages
can be accurately rendered by a web browser. Some agency engagements
end at this stage, with static code that then has to be implemented in a
CMS by another developer.
»» Implementation — This is where the developed templates become part
of your content management system template library, available for use
in future pages on your website. The complexity of the implementation
and skill required for an implementation varies dramatically by content
management system. This often requires deep knowledge of a specific
CMS product and its underlying programming language to complete
successfully.

Your
redesign
process is
ultimately
a better
predictor of
your site’s
success
than the
price tag.

»» Pre-launch and Post-launch QA/Testing — This least technical and least
glamorous portion of the project is critical to the success of your website.
Any errors, glitches, inconsistencies, and other problems are surfaced
through thorough review of and interaction with your test site, to be
logged and resolved prior to going live.
Who is responsible for each stage of the project varies with the project and the
team available. Depending on the CMS you choose and the talent and skills on
your team, a successful redesign can be completed in-house without the added
cost and complexity of involving an agency.

With a CMS playing a
critical role in supporting
a successful content
marketing effort, choosing
one to meet marketing and
content contributor needs
must take precedence over
agency preferences.
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Website Project Types
Take a look at how a CMS type can shape website project requirements.
CMS Type

Custom
Development
Required
to Launch
Website

Technical Skills Required

Can
templates
be modified
without
coding?

Mobile
responsive
templates
available
OOB?

Development
Skills
Required to
Implement
Design

Training Resources Available

Open Source
(wordpress,org,
drupal, joomla)

Yes

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, Python,
Java, Ruby, ColdFusion, ASP .NET, Perl,
XML, XSL (varies by platform)

No

Yes

Advanced

Free amateur resources & paid
training delivered by agencies or
consultants

Proprietary CMS

Yes

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, Python,
Java, Ruby, ColdFusion, ASP .NET, Perl,
XML, XSL (varies by platform)

No

Some

Advanced

Generic materials and training
available, often for extra cost

Percussion CM1

No

HTML, CSS, JavaScript (optional)

Yes

Yes

Basic

Personalized one-on-one
coaching focused on your
website project

In order to focus on designers and content marketers that round out any robust
marketing team, Percussion simplifies the design, implementation, and content
management experience.
Considered “front-end” development skills, HTML and CSS are the only web
languages required to be successful with Percussion CM1. JavaScript can enhance
some specific items, but is not required to successfully launch a website.
When choosing whether to go for a DIY redesign or partner with an agency,
consider the role your CMS plays in determining who can execute the project.

Percussion’s focus on ease
of use for the designer
and content contributor
makes it a strong choice
for project teams who
prefer to go DIY.
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The Case for DIY Design
With the exception of those $500 websites built by someone’s teenage relative,
website projects are generally expensive affairs. Cost is often a deciding factor
when choosing among agencies, or just choosing whether to go forward with the
project at all. The truism that you get what you pay for is often reaffirmed, but
your redesign process is ultimately a better predictor of your site’s success than
the price tag.
While cost is often the main motivator behind an in-house redesign, marketers
should be cautioned that saving money should not be the primary reason for
DIY. It all comes down to having clear goals more than anything else. A poorly
conceived and executed website—whether it’s built by an agency or your own
team—is going to have long term costs of fixes, ineffectiveness, and lost business
associated with it.
Here are some good reasons to choose a DIY route for your design project.
»» Flexibility — When working with an agency, it’s in everyone’s best interest
to keep the project scope focused and narrow. They don’t want to
promise more than they can bill for. You don’t want to spend more than
you budgeted for. With an in-house team, you have the flexibility to make
changes at any stage in the project and also adjust the launch timeline
to suit your needs and resources. This also could mean rolling out a new
design in stages to test one small site or section before undergoing a
large-scale production.
»» Lower Costs — This is definitely a major factor. If you have the skills
and talent in house that would cost more to engage through an agency
without demonstrable increase in quality of the final product, it could feel
almost irresponsible to pay someone else to do what your team can do.
»» Ownership — Most good agencies are customer and results-driven, and
will deliver exactly the website that you need. However, with an inhouse design, the visual and technical choices made are more likely to be
driven by the project goals than someone’s aesthetic style and desire for
something to look good in the project portfolio.

DIY Web Design in
Percussion CM1
Development times and
complexity vary with CMS
platforms. Percussion
CM1 was built to make
design and implementation
straightforward for users
with HTML and CSS skills.
Typical website projects
in Percussion involve a
dedicated best practice
coach who helps customers
through creating and
implementing designs, and
empowering the DIY team
with guidance and advice.
Typical engagements in
our coach-to-live program
last 90 days, with many
customers going live in less
than that time frame.
Percussion also works with
many agency partners who
love its simple interface
and allow them to focus on
design instead of fighting
with code.

»» Ease of Use — A website built by your team is a website that can be
managed by your team in the future. Design agency projects can often
evolve into long-term engagements, with the agency continuously
involved in making changes to your website because no one on your team
can.
»» Team Engagement — Simply having the right people in house is a great
reason to keep robust projects to yourself. Good managers understand
that people who feel challenged, empowered, and can make major
contributions, are happy and engaged employees.
Whether you do it yourself or hire an outside agency, a website redesign is a major,
complex project. As long as you have the skills and resources in place to produce a
site that meets your organizational needs, there are few reasons not to go for it.
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When Not to Redesign Your
Website On Your Own
As with in home improvement projects, going the DIY route is not always the best
option for a website redesign. Even though there are plenty of good reasons to
take on the challenge, it’s better to outsource in some cases. Here are some of the
top reasons not to choose DIY for your website redesign.
»» Tight Project Timeline — Your agency is juggling multiple clients, but can
afford to devote some resources specifically to your project. Chances are
that your team has to balance a website project with their day-to-day
functions. If you have a non-negotiable launch date and only a few weeks
to go live, and your web designer can’t lock herself in a room to work on
one project, it could be worth it to bring in an agency or freelancer who
specializes in quick turnaround.
»» Your CMS Is a Development Platform — Your project timeline needs
to allow for development and implementation time following the
actual design. If your CMS requires heavy customization and complex
development to launch a website, you might have little choice about
whether to go with an agency or not. The more programming-focused
your CMS, the more likely it is you will have to hire a programmer for your
team, or go with an agency familiar with that CMS.
»» You Can’t Leverage In-house Resources — Your team is talented but too
busy, or you just don’t have any technical skills in house at all. This is the
case for many small businesses. If you can’t bring some technical skills
on board, make sure you and your design agency are clear on who will
update the site moving forward, and whether it can be managed without
technical skills.
»» You Have an Ecommerce Website — Ecommerce sites are a completely
different animal from other websites. If you don’t have a large in-house
team to manage yours already—maybe because you use a third-party
ecommerce platform—then DIY is probably not the way to go with a
redesign.
»» Your Site Is Application-Driven — Similarly to ecommerce sites, any
website that is built around a lot of applications, or is a dynamic
application in itself, requires different considerations when being
designed. If you have the in-house expertise around the apps but not
aesthetics, an agency can be a very productive partner.
»» Project Scale and Scope — After discovery, you may realize your design
project is too big for your team to take on. If your site design requires
hundreds of distinct templates, lots of customization, or anything that
is far beyond the scope of projects your team has worked on, it’s best to
bring in a partner who specializes in behemoth projects.
You and your new website will be together for a while, and you want everything
from the look and feel, to ease of use, to content quality, to SEO readiness, to the
ability to keep it fresh and up to date within your team’s purview.
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Case Study: Hinds Community
College
Hinds Community College was at a digital crossroads, with a website that was
not mobile friendly, a content management system that was working against
them, and doubts about whether the website was driving enrollment.
With the planning and creative stages of the design project well under way, the
team at Hinds began the process of evaluating content management systems.
Despite a long term relationship with their existing CMS vendor and many hours
of training for college staff and faculty, contributors still struggled with editing
content and few took ownership of their pages.
Ease of use would be a critical aspect of the newly chosen CMS, and it made
Percussion stand out. The ability to easily create and preview a responsive site was
also a top concern, and one of the biggest differentiators for CM1.
Taking the new website designs from mockups to templates was a joint effort
between the Hinds team and their Percussion coach as part of the 90 day Coachto-Live program. Rounding out the in-house skillset with the knowledge offered by
Percussion’s consulting team helped bridge any gaps and allowed Hinds to build
exactly the website they wanted.

Download the full
case study

“How we would be treated as clients
between different vendors is not something
we really thought about, and gosh it made
such a difference! So far it’s been a great
experience and we are all very happy
people.”
Jil Wright, Director of Web Communications, Hinds Community College
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Case Study: Santa Fe College
Managing the web presence of one of the largest public colleges in the nation was
a complex task that often required the Communications and Creative Services
team to involve the IT team. Without a content management system in place, only
people with technical skills were given access to folders containing static pages
that would be edited in Dreamweaver and then uploaded to the website.

“Having a CMS would allow us to have a
chain of command, have people who can
work on their website, and have that level
of rules where it can go from an editor, to
an administrator who can then publish it
and know what’s going live.”
Jon-Paul Wimer, Web Content Specialist

Download the full
case study

With a complete redesign of the college website and overhaul of Santa Fe
College’s digital presence on their to-do list, the team knew that Percussion would
be a strong fit for making the project a success. Based on the ease of working
with Percussion, the unique coach-to-live program, and the talent and experience
of the web designer at Santa Fe College, conducting the redesign in-house made
a lot of sense.
Rather than tackling the entire web presence of the college at once, the
communications team decided to start small on the Santa Fe College Foundation
website in order to keep the scope of the first project focused, and have an initial
training run. The results were so successful, that the team was able to roll out
the website for the communications office in just a couple weeks with deeper
knowledge of Percussion CM1 and how to leverage it best.
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Additional Resources
We have more helpful resources to make planning your website redesign easier.
Check out some of our other resources, available for free on our website by clicking
the links below.
»» The Complete Website Redesign Handbook
»» 4 Reasons Your Design Agency Should Not Choose Your CMS
»» Sample RFP Template for Web Content Management

About Percussion
Percussion CMS helps marketers create, publish, and share website content that
drives online traffic, engages visitors, and looks great on any device. Percussion
powers websites in business, higher education, government, and financial services,
helping them measure content impact, improve SEO, and grow business.
Visit www.percussion.com to learn more.
Contact us at:
marketing@percussion.com
800.283.0800
@percussion
www.percussion.com
Percussion Software, Inc.
300 Unicorn Park Drive
Woburn, MA 01801
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